
Retribution! 
 

Retribution is an epic war drama film based around the events of the Twelfth Great Jedi War. 
 
Cast 
Anne Hathaway as Satsi Tameike 
Channing Tatum as Maximus Alvinius 
Scarlet Johansson as Aurora “Aura” Ta’var 
Andy Serkis as Avitus Oligard 
Henry Cavill as Grand Master Pravus 
Dave Bautista as Rath Oligard 
Kit Harington as Marick Tyris 
 
The Collective has come. Dozens of ships rain down on Arx, Selen and Brotherhood space. 
Cities are raised, the navy are nowhere to be seen. The Brotherhood needs help, and only 
one team can do it. Forced together through a common goal of destruction, Satsi, Maximus, 
and Aurora are stuck in the trenches against the horrid forces of the Collective. Their target 
is a capital ship in orbit, housing a powerful commander. All it takes is one blade. To wipe 
away their aggression, tackle the soldiers and push through the heavy losses, this trio have 
never been more uncomfortable. But there is a price to pay in war, as the Collective’s ideals 
start to make sense to some, and are downright repulsive to others. As chaos and death 
consume all, can the Brotherhood band together just this once against a common enemy? 
Or is this prime moment for the Lotus to strike and regain what’s left of their precious 
community? 
 
Merchandising 

1. Three customised posters, each one showing a Hero of the War, bruised and broken 
against a chaotic background. 

2. A small teaser showing random members of the Brotherhood running through the 
trenches, as tanks follow and shoot. The real trailer releases on the day of a holiday 
i.e. New Years Day or Easter Sunday. 

3. Tokens at fast food restaurants can be randomly won if buying the products sold, in 
order to win tickets to the movie or art or figures, you must make the picture of one of 
the trio from collecting multiple tokens and joining them together to complete the set. 


